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NOTE TO PARENTS AND TEACHERS OF YOUNG CHILDREN: All dancing and exercising to songs should be done in a safe and appropriate setting and environment, with adult supervision. Proper clothing should be worn when dancing or exercising (not too big, bulky or confining). Each child's age and personal readiness should be taken into account for any dance or exercise, before he or she is getting ready to begin. If there is the slightest doubt, regarding a child's health in relationship to a dance or exercise, the parent, teacher or other supervising adult should receive the approval of the child's physician.

1. Any Time Of Day
Purpose: To encourage a sing along, and to help appreciate songs, as well as to understand how easily available they are to us, throughout the day.

Any time of day
Any time of day
There is always a song to sing
We have songs about everything
Any time of day
Any time of day
So many songs are standing by
We can give any one a try
Any time of day
You can sing to the moon
In the morning or the afternoon
Or sing the night away
To the milky way
And any Christmas song in June
Any song that you sing
Has a very very special ring
Singing it your way
Any time of day
Is like a baby bird in Spring

2. The Wo Wo Song
Purpose: To create a togetherness, while having fun, and singing along with the chorus, "Wo Wo."

Everybody get ready
We're all gonna sing together
Yeah everybody get ready
We can try to sing forever
So we're all gonna sing it right now
Let's get up and sing it out loud.....right
now...right now
Right now..... right now
CHORUS:
Wo wo wo wo wo
Wo wo wo wo wo wo wo
Wo wo wo wo
Wo wo wo wo wo wo
It might sound a little funny
We're gonna have a good good time
And you don't need to worry
Sing along and you'll feel fine
This is a song that's gonna make you smile
Get on up and try a while.....you'll smile...you'll smile
You'll smile.....you'll smile
CHORUS: (Two Times)
Wo all around town
You can wo it upside down
And then wo spinning around
Just let me hear that wo wo sound
You know there's nothing like a wo wo time
It's for sure a wo wo time.....feels fine..feels fine
Feels fine.....feels fine
CHORUS: (Two Times and FADE)

3. Smiling Face
Purpose: To encourage a positive outlook on life, and to "Get right up", and smile.

There are times when you might stumble
And there are times when you might fall
But you can get right up
And say "I've had enough"
When you're smiling ten feet tall
And when it's raining all day
Or even hotter than you ever thought
Yeah you can sail along
And you can sing the song
Whenever you are smiling
Absolutely
Keep on smiling
CHORUS:
Smiling face
Feels so good to wake up with a Smiling face
Nothing much can shake up any Smiling face
Anytime you're feeling troubled
And you feel there's something wrong
You can face it all
Feeling ten feet tall
With a smile you can't go wrong
There's nothing you can't do
Not a thing is gonna get in the way
"Cause a smile can do
More than you ever knew
So won't you keep on smiling
Absolutely
Keep on smiling

CHORUS: Smiling face
Feels so good to wake up with a Smiling face
Nothing much can shake up any Smiling face
Feels so good to wake up with a Smiling face
Nothing much can shake up any Smiling face
Here's the final verse to this song
There's one thing we all can say
A little smiling face
Will always find a place
Somewhere along the way
And oh how you can a difference
When a frown becomes a smile
Yeah just a little curl
Can really change the world
So let's start smiling
Absolutely
Keep on smiling

CHORUS: Smiling face
Feels so good to wake up with a Smiling face
Nothing much can shake up any Smiling face
Feels so good to wake up with a Smiling face
Nothing much can shake up any Smiling face
That's right Let's dance and dance forever
Hey hey hey hey yeah (Fade)
10. On A Train Ride
(The Friendship Train, Clickity Clackin')
Purpose: To create a feeling of togetherness, and friendship, while singing along.

On a train ride
On a train ride
It was another Saturday
A nice day to take a ride
I felt this was a lucky day
And I stepped inside
As we rode down the track everybody looked around

And togetherness grew from town to town
All the different faces were pretty much the same
And we started singing "The Friendship Train"
CHORUS:

11. You Ought To Have Fun (Fun Fun Fun)
Purpose: This rhythmic song is meant to encourage children to dance, sing, and FEEL the rhythm. It is also meant to teach children, that during the course of our working day, whatever may come our way, "We Ought To Have Fun."

No matter what you say
No matter what you do
Working hard all day
And when you're resting too
One thing that you should know
Forever and a day
Wherever you may go
Whatever comes your way
CHORUS:

12. Good Night
Purpose: For rest period, nap, or bedtime.

Here together
Here together feels right
Happy days forever
Right into a perfect night
The sky is so clear
All the stars are out tonight
See them wink
See them wink 'Good night'
INSTRUMENTAL:
The sky is so clear
All the stars are out tonight
See them wink
See them wink 'Good night'
INSTRUMENTAL: (Fade)